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Key Relocation is pleased to announce their new Country Manager for Denmark. Effective 
February 20, 2024, Ken Krogtoft steps into his new role in Copenhagen. 

 

Ken has extensive mobility industry experience. After gaining important customer service skills in the airline 

business, Ken entered the Danish ‘expat’ rental scene in the mid 2000’s. From there the transition into the 

destination service provider (DSP) world was easy. It fine-tuned his client relation skills and quickly 

strengthened his sales prowess. Ken’s invaluable experience makes him a strategic addition to Copenhagen 

Relocations. Ken will oversee the business in Denmark and will be based in Copenhagen. 

Hans Dahlin, CEO of Key Relocation Group comments: 

“Ken has the expertise, experience and personality needed for the Country Manager position. We are confident 

in Ken’s ability to sustain and strengthen Copenhagen Relocations position in the relocation services realm. We 

look forward to working with him.” 

Ken Krogtoft expressed his enthusiasm for the new role: 

"I am excited to be part of Copenhagen Relocations & the Key Relocation Group. I see immense potential for 

creating a successful and exciting future for the company. The support of such a highly skilled and professional 

team reinforces my confidence in our ability to achieve great things together and offer a high level of service 

quality to the Danish and relocation services markets.” 

Copenhagen Relocations became a part of the KEY Relocation Group in December 2023. The Nordic group’s 

core business is destination and immigration services. 

 
For more information, please contact: 
Ken Krogtoft, Country Manager Copenhagen Relocations 
ken@relocate.dk, +45 3150 6449 
Ken Krogtoft | LinkedIn 
 
Hans Dahlin, CEO, and owner KEY Relocation  
hd@keyrelocation.se, +46 706 45 21 00 
Hans Dahlin | LinkedIn 

 
Michèle Bramstoft, M.D. Copenhagen Relocations 
michele@relocate.dk, +45 7020 9580 
Michèle Bramstoft | LinkedIn 
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